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INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH

RESULTS

Over the summer I worked at the U of I in the Materials
Research Laboratory. I studied with some PhD students
and learned what all of their research was about. I learned
how to process the images and convert them into images
that we can use to train the AI. We are taking microscopic
videos of nanoparticles and converting them frame by
frame into images that we can use.

This is a screenshot of how I labeled the nanoparticles.

A color map of the
contours after it is run
though the program

PROCESS

This is where I saved the
contours into one file. Go
to More>Save.

This is the script that I wrote that will process the images and
create a map of all of the contours.
This is the image
file.

This would be a
proper color map
but the MATLAB
program is
outdated so this
is not available
but this is a good
example.

This part reads and shows
the image that is specified.
This is the file that contains
the zipped file with
contours.
This is a loop that will
read the contours for that
frame.

This is the
binarized image
of the
nanoparticles.

MOTIVATION

This is one nanoparticle
that is outlined in ImageJ

CONCLUSIONS

Computer Prediction of raw image.
The training was successful as the
computer was able to find all of the
nanoparticles and it was more
accurate that the manually outlined
particles.

Identifying the nanoparticles from movies is both large
scale and complex.

OTHER EXPERIMENTS
These are pictures from
another unrelated
experiment with a
symmetric Mg battery.
Me and Wengxiang
cleaned and then
assembled a Mg battery.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
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This is an example of image
segmentation using machine
learning. The biker is obviously
separate from the bike and
from the road.
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